


Dedicated to people considering gelato a true passion.

Comprital is a company certified by BRC Global Standards, the leading programme 
in the world of safety and corporate quality used by more than 20,000 food companies
in over 90 countries. The certification is issued by a network of high qualified auditors. 
The standard guarantees the uniformity of quality, operating and safety criteria 
and that the producer is in compliance with law obligations, but above all 
with a high standard of safety for the consumer. Today the BRC standards mean 
an access key for the supply by the most important international food groups.
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An important market research revealed 
explicitly that in the gelato world consumers 
are increasingly more attentive and aware. 
In fact, they prefer and are loyal only where 
they find the clear and transparent guarantee 
of a fully natural and genuine product in order 
to live an intense and exclusive taste experience.

The display at the sales point of a “clean” label 
illustrating the ingredients, easy to understand 
and characterised by very high quality raw materials, 
is the strategic and a fundamental step forward 
for the professional aimed at winning the trend 
challenge and that will revolutionise the future 
of high artisanal quality gelato.

A matter 
of “label”

A return to nature, 
simplicity and wellness 
protection. 
Today that’s the most 
important desire 
of people who love 
quality gelatos.

The display 
of a “clear and clean” 
ingredients list 
is the fundamental 
way to win 
consumer’s loyalty.
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A revolution 
to live together

Revolutionising tradition could seem nonsense, 
but this is the idea, which has ever supported 
the Giubileo Experience, originated by the creativity 
of Gianni Osti. The return to a gelato made of simple 
and natural ingredients, but with the use, performances 
and the quality needed today.

During this path – lasted for years of tests and researches, 
with the support of prestigious Italian universities – 
new natural ingredients with unique features were selected 
combining new technologies with traditional products, 
such as fresh milk and season fruit.

The final result is Giubileo Experience – a programme 
integrating products, technologies and exclusive services 
for all professionals aimed at reaching the objective 
of an artisanal gelato with excellent Italian quality.

GENUINENESS
Only genuine 
and natural 
ingredients, 
easy to 
recognise for 
the consumer.

QUALITY
Without 
compromises, 
faultless taste 
and outstanding 
quality.

INNOVATION
Unique and 
exclusive 
research and 
technology.

TRAINING 
COURSES
Services 
and consultancy 
for a growing 
path to make 
together.

COMPRITAL
Quality 
and innovation 
since 1985
Gianni Osti
President

All the ingredients 
for a successful programme
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Only grape 
sugar for a 
handmade, 
soft and 
silky gelato.

Only pure 
pistachios 
from Bronte.

Only 
trilobed 
hazelnut from 
Piedmont.

The grape sugar is a natural product, only in 
the liquid status, coming from the grape must 
through a purification process. It contains above 
all fructose, glucose, simple sugars and sweet 
polyalcohols. This natural compound makes it 
ideal for handmade gelato giving it softness
and silkiness for a long time. The Comprital
grape sugar has a concentration of about
65° Bx and about 267 kcal/100 g, in addition 
to a slightly fruity taste and 
aroma which do not cover 
the original flavours 
of gelato enhancing 
both traditional and 
fruit flavours. 
The statement on the 
label, which is highly 
appreciated by the 
consumer looking for 
clear and natural 
ingredients, 
is “grape sugar”.

Grape Sugar

A return 
to traditions

A characteristic product – in addition 
to the local unique taste – has always 
a story to tell. The absolute quality 
of Pistacchio di Bronte DOP (pistachio) 
or of the Nocciola del Piemonte IGP 
(hazelnut) has to be added to a recipe 
which doesn’t belittle their noble good 
flavour and uniqueness.

Therefore the Giubileo Experience 
accompanies the gelato artisans along 
a path which can be told clearly by means 
of an ingredient list, without vegetable fats, 
emulsifying agents and non natural stabilisers.
Indeed, fresh milk, grape sugar, cane sugar, 
fresh cream… are the pages of the story, 
where the path of a good gelato can 
be told to the most attentive customer.

Without 
hydrogenated 
or refined 
vegetable 
fats.

Only 
good milk, 
cream 
and eggs.

The best 
selected 
cocoa crues 
from unique 
plantations.

NEW
PACKAGING



GIUBILEO XLP
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Finally a true 
structural innovation

Unique Giubileo Experience ingredients developed 
thanks to the innovative creativity of Fabrizio Osti, 
manager of the Research & Development department, 
are enhanced by the process of the liquid mixes 
that are worked by means of the exclusive Giubileo XLP, 
a machine micronizing the single flavours (in only one minute), 
down to 40 microns, ensuring a full and rich taste 
and a smooth and silky texture as never before.

This specific process, due to the lack of emulsifying 
agents and the particular composition of the bases, 
operates a new structural adaptation of the fats, creating 
a very soft gelato even at the lowest temperatures.
This makes the gelato prepared through the Giubileo 
Experience technology an ideal product to create cakes, 
sandwiches and sticks, which remain soft and flavourful even 
after having been stored for a long time in home freezers.

An extraordinarily 
smooth, silky gelato, 
soft to the palate. 
An excellent result 
obtained through 
the exclusive 
micronising process.

Ideal also 
for take away, 
thanks to a texture 
which remains soft 
and creamy even 
in home freezers.

Comprital Exclusive Technology
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Soluzione Frutta is the solution for the gelato 
maker who wants easiness and the highest 
quality. A liquid mix with ingredients that 
the consumer knows well (cane sugar, grape 
sugar…), the use of pectin as only stabiliser, 
and its application to sorbets with a high 
percentage of fruit fruit (or semifreddo with 
impeccable label) make it the ideal 
product for sorbets and Italian
ices, with an outstanding 
list of ingredients. Even 
the most demanding 
customer will be 
convinced, day by day,
by this product without 
milk derivatives and fats. 
Soluzione Frutta 
Comprital contains 
about 70° Bx and 
267 Kcal/100 g.

Soluzione Frutta

NEW
PACKAGING

A global experience 
to reach the 
industry’s tops

Today artisanal gelato is competing with 
the new forms of consumption. Therefore 
Giubileo Experience isn’t only the creation 
of a good gelato or sorbet, but offers the 
artisan a complete product line to create 
all what is needed by the best gelato 
parlour: milk based and fruit gelatos, 
sorbets, Italian ices, gelato sticks 
and sandwiches together with cakes. 

A top quality gelato in many forms 
to face perfectly each season and allowing 
the gelato parlours to express in the best 
way their creativity, combining flavours 
and products with artisanal and flexible 
touch to satisfy an increasingly more 
competitive market.

GIUBILEO EXPERIENCE
The starting points used for the competition 

of the World Championship of Gelato Making

The Italian team winner of the World Championship of Gelato Making 2012



CREMOLATE GIUBILEO STICK
E BISK8

TORTE 
GELATO

GUSTI
LATTE

GUSTI
CIOCCOLATO

GUSTI
FRUTTA
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The Giubileo Experience includes, 
with the utmost quality, 
the complete range of artisanal gelatos

The new 
generation gelato

A traditional 
recipe which, 

thanks to its freshness, 
will be the premise’s 

strength.

All the good taste 
of an artisanal

preparation to develop 
new consume and 

sale segments.

Offer your 
customers the 
softness and 

sweetness of the 
best gelato.

Only simple 
and well known 
ingredients for 

an absolutely clear 
ingredient list.

The best 
selected 

cocoa crues 
from unique 
plantations.

With at least 
50% of fruit, 

without flavourings 
and colourings.
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Join an 
exclusive club

Joining the Giubileo Experience project means to join 
a professional Club rich in privileges: targeted training 
courses and updating, private and exclusive spaces 
at the trade fairs and a protected area on the website
www.giubileoexperience.it where to find always new ideas, 
recipes and promotional materials for the sales point, 
in addition to a Facebook page dedicated 
to professional exchanges.

The best expression of the Giubileo programme 
is the Manual of Excellence: recipes, suggestions 
and tips coming from the experience of the best 
professionals to reach the top of handmade gelato 
making in a luxurious book, which is constantly updated, 
with the “Giubileo Collection” special editions.

Recipes and tips coming
from the experience of the 
best professionals to reach 
the top of handmade gelato 
making in a luxurious book 
which is constantly updated 
with the “Giubileo 
Collection” special editions.

The Manual 
of Excellence

Exclusive courses held 
by the greatest trainers 
in the industry to 
be always updated 
as regards the new 
trends of gelato world.

Professional 
courses

A private area on the 
giubileoexperience.it 
where to find recipes 
and communication 
material for the sales 
point.

A private 
internet area

A range of pictures to show 
in your shop to enhance 
the quality of Giubileo 
gelato. Moreover, thanks 
to the USB device, you can 
avail yourselves of more 
than 100 images of the 
gelato world.

Image and 
communication

Free subscription to 
Punto IT, the reference 
magazine of the gelato 
industry. 

A free supply of high 
quality È Più milk and 
cream. Agreements 
with Bragard for the
purchase of haute 
catering clothing.

Free subscriptions 
and discounts

Special 
agreements
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Show your 
excellence

Giubileo Experience revolutionised the concept of high-quality 
gelato making. A philosophy inspired by the return to the highest 
genuineness, with a label made of extraordinarily clean ingredients 
and great attention to the selection of the best raw materials. 
Values which have brought this line to be used 
for the World Championship of Gelato Making. 

The members of Giubileo Club have the right to show 
in their shops the exclusive plate signed by the CMG logo. 
A certificate that guarantees the public that you use 
for your gelato the same ingredients used for the most 
prestigious international competition of excellence gelato.



TIMBALLO

DI BIASE MAGNI FRADDANNO BRANCATO

NOVELLI KNAM CESCHIN BALACCHI
To reach the highest creativity and potentialities of the Giubileo Experience 
programme, it is advised to aim for a well-grounded professional training. 
A solution becoming today a true opportunity with “Athenaeum Comprital” 
the best training center for gelato professionals created by Comprital.
A dream which has become reality thanks to the talent and commitment 
of Francesco Osti. 

A space of light, colour and design, where to build again your creativity; 
where training becomes emotions, cultural development and concrete 
experience and to see with your own eyes the future of Italian excellence 
gelato making. The trainers of “Athenaeum Comprital” are great masters, 
champions recruited from the best international competitions. 
The quality of our courses resides in their talent, generosity 
and passion, as well as in their balance between their love 
for tradition and their innovative attitude. 

Exclusive and free meetings have been created for every member 
of Giubileo Club by our best trainers.
Discover our courses on compritalathenaeum.it
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A training school 
leaving a mark

THE BEST TRAINERS
IN THE WORLD



THE ART OF GELATO 
ENCOUNTERS ZEN

A new creative guide 
to interpret the gelato 
with the refined 
aesthetics of sushi. 

THE WORLD 
OF KNAM

How to reach top quality 
chocolate in gelato making 
following the extraordinary 
skill of legendary Ernst Knam.

CAKE DESIGN
IN THE SHOP

Discover to transform 
a tasty frozen dessert into 
an aesthetically astonishing 
product through the recipes 
of cake designer Lia Milazzo.

GIUBILEO COLLECTION
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An exclusive collection of books signed 
by the greatest masters of gelato making 
and confectionery who constantly 
enrich the Giubileo manual.

THE NUOVELLE
VAGUE

With the best promising chef
of Italian confectionery, 
you will discover how to reach 
the top level in the world of 
cold desserts.

FILIPPO
NOVELLI

ERNST
KNAM

CARMELO
BRANCATO

LIA
MILAZZO
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When gelato
signs gastronomic art

The gastronomic gelato is today an actual trend involving the best international 
chefs. Today Comprital offers “Giubileo Chef Experience”: a line of basic 
powders created for the gastronomic world with top quality and 
performance levels which are appreciated by the excellence haute cuisine. 

“Giubileo Chef Experience”is the ideal solution for both gelato shops 
and haute cuisine. The top quality products and the ease in preparation 
make this gelato very versatile and performing as regards both the most 
sophisticated preparations and the most demanding buffets.

Giubileo Chef Experience 
“Sorbetto” is the ideal 
basic powder to prepare 
vegetable sorbets. 
Available in powder, 
it is easy to prepare 
in the batch freezer 
by adding water.

Giubileo Chef Experience 
“Crema” is the perfect basic 
powder for a substantial 
gelato based on ingredients 
such as cheese, meat and 
truffles. It is sufficient to add 
fresh milk to the powder 
prepared in the batch freezer.

Giubileo Chef Experience is available with two 
basic powders: “SORBETTO” and “CREMA” 

allowing to create an infinite number of recipes.

To discover how 
the excellence gelato 
can interpret the 
gastronomic art, 
Comprital created the 
exclusive recipe book 
signed by the great masters 
of “Athenaeum Comprital”.



THE FUTURE OF GELATO 
IS YOUR CHALLENGE...
WIN IT WITH US

Advertising campaign winning the COMUNICANDO 2014 award
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COMPRITAL S.p.A.
Via Verdi, 53
20090 Settala - Milano - Italy
Tel. +39 02 95770829
comprital.com

PLATINUM SPONSOR

giubileoexperience.it


